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It's hard to fault that strategy, but VW also might've played it a bit too safe. The VW ID.4 currently is offered with a single powertrain configuration: a 201-horsepower rear motor driving the rear ...
2021 Volkswagen ID.4 Review | It's not actually called Voltswagen
3 during the presentation of Volkswagen's new electric car on the eve of the ... As battery-driven cars provide less assembly work than combustion engine vehicles, the shift towards e-mobility ...
E-cars boom could cost 100,000 jobs in German car industry: Ifo
(Reuters) - Red Bull boss Christian Horner suggested Toto Wolff should mind his own business after the Mercedes principal speculated about his Formula One rivals possibly getting together with ...
Horner tells Wolff to mind his own business with engine talk
This is evident in the First Trust NASDAQ Global Auto Index Fund’s (CARZ) 0.2% decline over the past three months. However, Toyota Motor Corporation (TM), Volkswagen (DE:VOWG_p) AG (VWAGY), and ...
3 Car Manufacturing Stocks to Buy on Strong Momentum
Nio Norway will offer a European version of ES8, Nio's flagship electric SUV ... international rivals Tesla and European automakers such as Volkswagen and Audi. In addition to vehicle sales, the ...
Chinese EV maker Nio is stepping outside of China for the first time
(Reuters) -Britain's Melrose Industries warned on Thursday its growth ... Global automakers such General Motors (NYSE:GM), Ford Motor (NYSE:F) and Volkswagen AG have scaled back production to deal ...
Melrose warns chip shortage to hit auto business after strong recovery
BERLIN (Reuters) -German prosecutors have charged 15 executives from Volkswagen AG and a car supplier in connection with the diesel emissions scandal that emerged in 2015, a spokesman for the ...
German prosecutors charge more VW managers in emissions scandal
The "New Cars Global Industry Almanac 2015-2024" report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's ... to motor manufacturing groups as opposed to their individual brands, i.e. for the Volkswagen ...
Global New Cars Industry Almanac 2021 - ResearchAndMarkets.com
Osterloh has been a member since 2005 of the supervisory board at Volkswagen, where under Germany's system of corporate governance labour representatives make up half the board. He has instead been ...
Exclusive-Volkswagen labour chief may leave in board shake-up -sources
SHANGHAI (AP) — Volkswagen unveiled an electric SUV made for China ahead of the opening Monday of the Shanghai auto show, the industry’s biggest marketing event ... and other advanced technology. Ford ...
VW, Ford unveil SUVs at China auto show under virus controls
Designed for straightforward, standalone operation, the E Series features LAN connectivity to give users the ability to control, monitor and manage the display remotely through Sharp/NEC’s ...
Sharp NEC Display Solutions Upgrades E Series Standalone Large Format Displays with 4K Ultra HD, a Built-In Media Player and Intuitive Controls
Since the announcement of the Group's interim results in September 2020, the number of opportunities has grown from 41 to 75, an increase of 83% over six months. Additionally, between July 2020 ...
EQTEC PLC - Trading Update
Volkswagen AG, China's biggest foreign ... with NXP Semiconductor, Germany's Infineon and Renesas among key suppliers to the sector. Automakers, including Nissan Motor, Ford Motor and Nio Inc said ...
Chip shortage casts shadow on China's auto industry recovery
In a presentation at last week’s Vienna Motor Symposium ... came in recent months with separate announcements by Tesla and Volkswagen indicating that they intend to include manganese-rich ...
BASF aims to change the way batteries are produced to create healthier planet with focus on manganese
This is Qatar's first offshore fish farm. It uses floating cages technology to produce 2,000 tonnes of fish annually. But its owners are hoping to double that number by expanding the project - in ...
Climate change threatens Qatar's fish farming
The Weeknd’s After Hours album is the gift that keeps on giving. On Thursday night, the XO artist unleashed the remix of “Save Your Tears,” featuring his previous collaborator Ariana Grande.
The Weeknd Drops Animated Video for 'Save Your Tears" Remix f/ Ariana Grande
LONDON, April 20 (Reuters) - The dollar dropped to its lowest in nearly seven weeks during the Asian session, while the euro rallied, as investors grew more optimistic about the pace of vaccine ...
FOREX-Dollar falls to lowest in more than seven weeks
BMW also expects at least half of its sales to be zero-emission vehicles by 2030 (rather than internal combustion engine ... Rival Volkswagen are up 5%, adding to yesterday’s gains after ...
Markets rally as Federal Reserve raises growth forecasts and cools rate rise fears – as it happened
SEOUL (Reuters) -South Korea's Hyundai Motor Co said on Thursday first-quarter ... While major automaking rivals including Volkswagen and General Motors were forced to cut production due to ...
Hyundai Q1 profit triples to highest in 4 years as luxury car demand booms
Along with Toyota, Renesas counts Japanese personal electronics maker distributor Ryosan Co. among its biggest customers, Bloomberg’s analysis shows. Carmakers including Volkswagen AG are also clients ...
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